KARL-JOHAN
The impressive Karl-Johan tiled stove with its
richly ornamented crown is perfect for older
style properties like houses from the turn of
the century or old flats downtown.
To us, the tiled stove is so much more than just a
fireplace and heat source. It is a magnificent piece
of furniture that will create comfort in your home for
generations to come, spreading pleasant warmth
and light from the flaming fire. A Gabriel tiled
stove is timelessly beautiful, yet manages to meet
all contemporary requirements for efficiency and
function.

Technical data
Article no. G315
CE marking: EN 15250
Height: 2340 mm (customised to your needs)
Weight: 1,300 kg
Diameter (base): 770 mm
Energy efficiency: 92.4%
Nominal heat output (kW): 4.5
Heat retention: Up to 24 hours
Connection: Rear or top flue connection
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Our tiled stoves are manufactured by hand
in Timmernabben entirely based on your
requirements.
Add a unique touch to your home with a tiled stove
from Gabriel. All production takes place in the factory
in Timmernabben, which means great flexibility and
opportunity for customer-unique solutions and design.
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Optional
1 - Elevated base (from 250 to 310mm)
2 - Elevation - extra course (310 mm)
3 - Elevated center band (3-meter oven)
4 - Tiles all around (optional)
5 - Corner mounting, tiling 4/5 (standard)
6 - Spark protection plate, brass or stainless
Stainless steel instead of brass
7 - Shelf for mid sims
8 - Fan
Control for fan
9 - Supply air (connection from outside)

Want to save a piece of paper?
Scan the qr-code for a digital
product sheet.
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Inner core

Outer mantle
Expansion area

Connection for
cumbustion air from
the outside
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